This is an always-up-to-date guide on the state of SMS in real estate and the new CTIA standards that are in the process of being implemented across all telecommunications carriers right now, including the 10DLC registration of your business brand and campaign. Please check back here regularly for the most relevant information on text message prospecting in real estate.

Summary:

✔ SMS prospecting is still working well for thousands of Lead Sherpa users, and it is still legal to prospect using Lead Sherpa’s compliant messaging system.
✔ For customers who are integrated with Twilio, you must register for 10dcl in your Twilio account.
✔ For customers with Lead Sherpa phone numbers, please fill out the 10dcl registration form in your account.
✔ Increased fees, in addition to negatively-impacted SMS delivery rates, can result from NOT being 10dcl registered.
✔ To accommodate 10DLC imposed restrictions, Lead Sherpa will allow Twilio markets to have as few as five numbers. If you are registered for 10DLC, we can send thousands of messages per day on your behalf. If you are not registered for 10DLC, you must maintain a pool of five numbers which will be subject to a daily message cap of roughly 300-500 depending on carrier conditions.

What is A2P 10DLC, and how will it affect my SMS prospecting campaigns?

Carriers are rolling out "10DLC" (ten-digit long code) restrictions to monitor peer-to-peer ("P2P") texting platforms like Lead Sherpa, and other app-to-peer ("A2P") services will be required to follow this new protocol. Each carrier is rolling out its own set of rules which they interpret to be compliant with CTIA guidelines. These rules include but are not limited to:

- Registration requirements for all campaigns
- A brand verification status
- Message filtering for non-compliant profiles

Telecommunications carriers have informed us that this new 10DLC protocol will filter non-opt-in messaging traffic across their networks. The carriers' ability to restrict text messages does not depend on whether those text messages are illegal under the TCPA. The FCC has allowed carriers to impose these restrictions because it ruled that texting is an "information service" rather than a "common carrier" service like telephone calls.

Registration Process

Please note that along the way, if you are unsure of what information to provide in the 10DLC form, please reach out to support@leadsherpa.com and we will be happy to assist.

Gather Required Information and complete the 10DLC form:

Important: These answers will impact your company’s Brand Identity Status (verified or unverified) with The Campaign Registry. Being identified as a Verified Brand is now a requirement for messaging on 10DLC. TCR will assign the Verified status to any company whose EIN/Tax-id matches their submitted Legal Company Name and address. Companies that are unverified due to nonmatching information will need to resubmit their registration in order to send SMS.

Business Information

✔ US EIN (you will need to obtain one if you do not already have one at IRS Federal Tax ID Application Website)*
✔ Legal Company Name
✔ DBA or Brand Name
✔ Website
✔ Physical Business Street Address (required)
✔ City (required)
✔ State (required)
✔ Zip Code (required)

Authorized Representative

✔ First Name (required)
✔ Last Name (required)
✔ Email (required)
✔ Phone Number (required)

* The information provided here regarding EIN registration does not, and is not intended to, constitute legal advice; instead, all information, content, and materials available on this site are for general informational purposes only.